PRO TIP: Watch the setup video on
TheTentLab.com and set-up your tent
once before you take it on a trip

MoonLight 3 & 4 Set-Up Instructions
— Socket Hub style (2015/2016 - innie hub)

* Select a spot for your tent that is smooth but slightly angled for drainage. Sleep with your heads UP-slope.
* Avoid sites where overhead dead branches or nearby dead trees could fall on you.

1) Assemble the EyePole before putting it into the tent <<for take-down, remove the EyePole before disassembling>>

What’s included
A) The EyePole starts with two identical, GREEN, poles
• Tent and Rainfly
B) Plug the open end of one pole’s arm onto the insert of the other pole
• Main stuffsack
• Poles and bag
leg
• 12 stakes and bag
ring
gray
• Pole repair tube
end
• Fabric for repairs
arm
• Micro biners (6 or 8) gray
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C ) MoonLight 3 & 4 poles are quite stout so some technique is important. Hold
one free end and have a companion bring you the other free end so you
have a pole in each hand.
D) Find a tree or a solid rock (or a friend’s foot) to use as a stop to push
against. Holding the ends from C, one in each hand, push the far side of the
pole against the stop and flex the poles until you can slide the open pole end
completely down onto the red insert. It’s very important that you don’t let go
of the poles until the joint is fully engaged.
<<to take the EyePole apart, use exactly the same push/flex technique to slide the
open ended pole off the insert. Find the sweet spot where the poles come apart
easily and do not release pressure until the poles are fully apart.>>

2) Lay out the tent and put the GOLD pole in first by popping the ball-ends into
the socket parts on the matching GOLD corner webs << to remove, twist the
socket part sideways>>>

3) Lay the EyePole over the tent as shown below. Pop the EyePole legs into the
other tent corners (they have GREEN webs)
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4) Lock the EyePole to the GOLD pole. Snap the little black rings

on the EyePole into the fittings on the GOLD pole. Lock the poles
together with the little black keeper latch.

5) Clip the tent to the poles and you're done
6) ANCHOR THE TENT using the super-adjustable stake loops
Pitching the rainfly

1) Pull out the rainfly and drape it over the tent. You have three orientation aids: the fly corner buckle webs are color-coded to the tent corner
webs; the top seam matches the top pole; and the vestibule doors line
up in front of the tent doors.
2) Clip the rainfly buckles to the matching tent corners
3) Pull out and anchor the vestibules. Stakes work best when they’re
about a foot away from the vestibule point.
4) Tighten the rainfly corner buckles
Other Pitches
– A footprint can be attached to the floor of the tent just by looping the
footprint cords around the webs attaching the tent’s corner hardware
(easiest to do before the poles go in)
– The rainfly can be pitched alone with or without a footprint
• The small caps on the end of the fly adjustment buckles clip directly to
the pole ball-ends
• The tiny clips on the footprint cords clip to the cords on the end of the
fly webs
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